The automatic extraction and use of information from cues and go signals in an anti-saccade task.
In a gap antisaccade task that exogenously cues the side that subjects should antisaccade to, subjects find it hard to look away from the suddenly appearing go signal. Surprisingly, subjects are unaware of the majority of the prosaccade errors they make, and these errors remain unrecognised even when corrected by a second saccade requiring twice the amplitude [Fischer B, Weber H (1992) in Exp Brain Res 89:415-424]. This paper presents an extended antisaccade task that investigates what information, if any, subjects extract from redundant cues and go signals. In Exp. 1, multiple saccade locations were introduced and the go signal specified the goal location. A redundant cue appeared, prior to the go signal, in the antisaccade goal location (valid) or in the alternative location on the same side (invalid). In Exp. 2, motivational value was assigned to the go signal. The use of multiple locations showed that subjects automatically extract irrelevant positional information from the cue, which affects the programming of subsequent correct and error saccades. When the cued location was also the goal location, antisaccade reaction times were significantly reduced. The results from Exp. 2 showed that subjects also extract information from the go signal. Errors made to a go signal associated with a higher monetary value were initiated significantly faster than those to a lower monetary value. This study has shown that the visual stimuli used in this antisaccade task do more than initiate orienting sets: Their properties can influence the programming of both accurate actions and errors.